
3D scenes for FVS 
Best practices and instructions for successfully importing complex scenes in FVS 

Introduction 
This document purpose is to define the best workflow to bring large and complex 3D scene in                 
the FVS platform. 

What is FVS 

FVS is an online multi user collaborative 3D platform where people can meet to discuss, study,                

work and have fun together. People from all over the world can meet in FVS, be represented in                  

the 3D space by a customizable avatar and through it they can interact with each other and with                  

the environment.  

Some of the features of the platform are: 

● Communication tools (videoconference, screen share, chat, private messages etc) 

● Google drive integration (doc, spreadsheet, slides etc) 

● 3D tools (edit the scene objects, 3D library with premade content, collada (.dae)             

importer) 



 

Before preparing a 3D scene to import in FVS we must know some basics about the platform: 

● FVS is an online and multi user platform 

● FVS is running in the browser 

● FVS assets and files uploaded by users are stored online 

● Every FVS user potentially have a different computer 

This considerations leads us to uncertainty (different number of concurrent users, different            

machines, different internet connection quality) about having exact requirements for the           

object/scene to import and push us to try to reduce and optimize as much as possible the 3D                  

scene (every content have to be downloaded, a large enough imported scene could potentially              

degrade the usability of the platform for all users). 

3D scene export checklist 
● 3d file format: .dae (collada) 

● Textures: .jpg or .png, better if they are in the same folder as the 3D file 

● All files (.dae .jpg .png) should be named without using capital letters, spaces             
and symbols (except the underscore symbol). 

Here are some examples of naming 

Large window.png NO (capital letters, space) 

Large-window.png NO (capital letter, dash) 

large.window.png NO (dot) 

large_window.png YES 

● Large scenes should be divided in multiple files, maximum suggested size per            

file is around 50-60MB.  

● Objects that should not be solid in the scene should not be exported in the same                

file with objects that must be solid in the scene, because the solid/not solid state               

is an option for each whole file. 

● Is important to be able to easily combine the scene in fvs that all parts of the                 

exported scene share the same origin point. 

● The scene should be made by the lower possible number of objects.  

Every object of the scene should be optimized, this is a very important step of               

the process, heavily nonoptimal objects must be either optimized or excluded           



from the export. 

The scene depicted in the image is made by 1400 objects, a total of 1.150.000               

polygons and a weight of 104MB. By optimizing only 1 of the objects the polygon               

count of the scene dropped to 650.000 and by merging the objects together to              

drastically reduce the number we drastically improve the performances. 

 

 

  

● FVS objects are made of one sided polygons, is very important to verify the              

object normals directions before exporting. 

Importing the scene step by step 
● Drag and drop the .dae file in FVS scene, wait for this UI to show up 



 

● Using the checkbox on top of the window it’s possible to choose if the imported               

assets have to be solid or not. 

● If there are missing images, the select button can be used to find the correct               

textures in the hard disk. 

● Hit upload and wait for the upload to complete. 

 

● Localize the imported object/scene in the 3d scene, depending on the origin point             

of the object/scene that is being imported it is possible that they will appear far               

from your current location in the scene. 

● Right click on the object/scene and open the advanced editing tools, move the             

object/scene with the 3D arrows  or imput XYZ values in the panel on the right. 



 

● If multiple objects/scenes are imported and they all had same origin point set,             

assigning to all of them the same XYZ coordinates in FVS will result in a perfectly                

rebuilt scene. 

 

 

 


